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Mental HEALTH 
vs

Mental TOUGHNESS



Everything was spinning, like my brain was trying to climb out of 

my head…the air felt thick and heavy. My mouth was like chalk. I 

remember our assistant coach yelling something about a 

defensive set. I nodded, but I didn’t hear much of what he said. 

By that point, I was freaking out. It was like my body was trying to 

say to me: you’re about to die  - KEVIN LOVE (Cleveland 

Cavaliers)

For 29 years I thought mental health was someone else's problem



How much do you know about mental health?

uninformed
very 

informed

slightly 

informed



Problem with seeking help

STIGMA

What do you 

have to be 

sad about?
It’s a 

weakness…

toughen up

I am not crazy



How many athletes?



How many get help?



“Breaking 

the 

silence”
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Jockey’s 
are not 
exempt

Own 

business

Age of 

retirement

Lifestyle 



Sir AP McCoy

I woke up with a goal every day. 

I woke up with a challenge 

every day. I woke up half 

nervous. You wake up and get 

on the weighing scales and you 

have a routine…Trying to 

replace that you go into property 

or finance or whatever it may be 

— you're not going to get 

something that makes you have 

that nervousness in the 

morning…It’s difficult not being 

under pressure. I'm floating.



Anonymous 

We talk about athletes waking up 

to the harsh reality of life after 

sport, but for me I didn’t sleep, and 

so it felt like it was one long, 

continuous living nightmare.  What 

do I tell people when they ask 

what I do? Can I still say I am a 

Jockey? Who am I now? Where 

do I fit into society? Do I even fit 

in at all? I wanted to cry and 

scream in frustration. The anger 

was overwhelming, but no amount 

of anger could change that fact 

that this was now my life. Or rather 

my existence. 



Best Practice

I think jockeys find it hard to talk 

about mental health problems 

because, I think there's this stigma of 

them being really tough, and being 

mentally strong and not having any 

weaknesses - and being a 'real 

man's' sport. But at the end of the 

day, it always helps to talk to people. 

- Sir AP McCoy



Best Practice

NBA   

NFL 

PLAYERS 

ASSOCIATIONS



International Olympic
Committee



NCAA



WHAT IS BEST 
PRACTICE?



THANK YOU


